
Metatomix Semantic Platform 



About Metatomix 

  Founded in 2000 
  Privately held 
  Headquarters - Dedham, MA 
  Offices in Atlanta, Memphis, San

 Francisco, and London 
  Semantic Technology Leadership 

•  Numerous patents, both existing
 and  pending 

  Go-to-Market Through Partners 
•  EMC Velocity Partner 
•  Oracle Developer Partner 
•  IBM AIO Partner 

  National Labs Technology  
•  Acquired technology for text and

 visual analytics 

I N V E S T O R S 

P A R T N E R S 



Public Sector Financial Services 

JDX 

JIS 

CI 

JFA / JAC 

Manufacturing Life Sciences 

ACM for ACI 

UCB - Bio Registration 

SSC - NAV Dissemination 

AirBus - Design to Cost 

SSC – Private Edge  
           Statement Processor 

SSC – Counterparty  
           Exposure 



The Metatomix Approach 

Integrate your Application 
Specific Data Silos 

Leverage Semantic 
Technology and Rules 
within our High Performance 
Runtime Platform to apply a 
common understanding 
across applications 

Embrace the Distributed 
Enterprise Landscape 

Metatomix simplifies the way in which an application uses data from ANY data source 

Result:   A semantic real-time virtual integration layer that unifies the applications 
across your enterprise landscape and allows you to see relationships amid 1000’s 
of seemingly unrelated events 



m3t4.studio Tools 

Eclipse Based Plugins 
  Ontology Editor 

  RDF Editor 

  Rules / Policy Editors 

  Mapping Tool 

•  Data Sources <-> RDF 

  Semantic Editing Framework 



RDB2RDF Specific Tools 

 Ontology Editor Import Tool 
•  Import objects from database 

•  Add database objects to an owl ontology 

 Eclipse Mapping Tool 
•  Visual editor in eclipse 

•  Creates a mapping between a database and RDF 

 Mapping in Mtx Discovery 
•  Visual editor 

•  CSV -> RDF 



Ontology Editor Import Tool 

 Allows for seeding an ontology with a representative
 relational schema 

 Currently reads XML, XSD and Database schemas 

 Recognizes relationships among tables and creates the
 same relationship in the ontology 

 Tables translate to classes 

 Columns translate to properties 

 FK relationships translate into ObjectType Properties 



Seeding the Ontology 

EmpID Name LastName FirstName 

Order 

CustID Name Address City Zipcode 

OrderID CustID EmpID Date 

Employee 

Customer 

RDB 

OWL 

Employee 

Order 

Customer 

EmpID CustID 



Connect to the Source Schema 

   Choose source type 
   Provide connection 
parameters 



Select the Tables and Columns 

    Select the Tables and 
Columns you wish to include to 
seed your ontology 
    Relationships between tables 
are recognized and the 
appropriate owl statements are 
created 



Augmenting the Ontology 

  Ontology seeded   
  Add properties 

  contactLastName 
  contactFirstName 



The New Ontology 

  Graph view of the 
ontology 



Eclipse-based Mapping Tool 

 Allows mapping from relational schemas to an ontology
 in a click-and-drag paradigm 

 Generates xml-based mapping file – executed at runtime
 for real-time RDF generation 

 Test mappings before deployment 

 Multiple functions available to format URI’s, split strings,
 merge fields, etc. 



Configure the Input 

   To create a mapping, 
first create an input 
   Select the columns you 
want to map  



Configure the Output 

   Next, create an output, 
the ontology 
   Select the entities and 
properties involved in the 
mapping 



Create the Mappings 

   Configure Merge 
Function to specify URI 
pattern 
   URI generated from 
companyID (e.g “http://
m3t4.com/customer{0}) 

   Configure Splitter Function to 
split contactName (iusing regex) 

   contactLastName 
   contactFirstName   



Final Mapping 

   Final Mapping 
   Merge takes 
companyID as input, 
output is formatted URI 
   Splitter takes 
contactName as input, 
splits name and outputs 
last, first 



Source Record 



The RDF 



The RDF 



Metatomix Discovery 

 Tools for Understanding
 and Leveraging
 Unstructured Data 

  Bridges the gap between structured
 and unstructured data 

  Provides an integrated suite of tools
 for the analyst and knowledge worker 

  Adds automated categorization of text
 documents to the Mtx-Runtime
 Platform 

  Translates Information into  
Knowledge 



Metatomix Discovery - Document Analytics 

  Mtx Document Studio - Workgroup-enabled document organization
 & analytic framework 

  Mtx Visual Document Analysis - Unstructured text visualization &
 analysis 

  Mtx Document Clustering and Categorization - User-driven and
 automated document clustering & visualization 

  Mtx Parsing Agent - Document parsing and transformation 

  Mtx Semantic Document Analysis - Semantic extraction,
 visualization & enhancement with support for enterprise RDF stores 
•  Temporal Display - Web-enabled temporal data presentation (Simile)  

•  Geospatial Display - Geospatial data presentation (Google Earth) 



Metatomix Document Studio 

     Provides a desktop analytic framework for: 

•  Harvesting information from documents, data feeds, Internet resources 

•  Building and organizing an information repository 

•  Collaboration among users and  
teams, sharing data, templates,  
annotations, etc. 

•  Access, search and analysis of  
documents in the repository 

•  Interoperability with the  
Mtx Runtime Platform  

•  Plug-in analytical tools 



•  Enables analysis of linkages between entities extracted from
 documents (individuals, organizations, locations, etc.) 

•  Integrates information from structured and unstructured data sources 

•  Identify relationships  
between concepts 

•  Network analysis tools  
support identification of key  
players and strengths of  
relationships 

•  RDF triple store integration  
with Mtx Runtime Platform 

Mapping in Mtx Discovery 



Structured Data Import Into Discovery 

  Mapping structured data from a  
database, csv file or XML document 

  Original data shown in table on top 

  Entity and property info from  
ontology shown on lower left 

  Created entities and relationships
 shown on lower right 

  Mapping shown in floating window 



Additional Mapping Dialogs 



Running the mapping 

 Mapping is run
 and then
 displayed in the
 query manager 

 Items can then
 be added to the
 workspace 

 Items can also  
be added directly
 to the triple store  



Items Are Shown In The Workspace 



Discovery Entity and Relationship Mapping 

•  Integrates information from structured and unstructured
 data sources 

•  Supports most common document formats (PDF, MS
 Word, plain text, etc), plus web pages, blogs, social
 sites, text data in database fields, etc. 

•  Maps the extracted concepts to a domain ontology 



Boston 
Dedham Place 
3 Allied Drive 
Suite 210 
Dedham, MA 02026 

P: (781) 907-6700 

Email for further information: 
info@metatomix.com 

www.metatomix.com 


